
TIME

30-40 minutes

PARTICIPANTS 

Adaptable for 6 – 20 participants

OVERVIEW 

This activity helps to raise self-awareness about one’s listening skills, develops listening skills by demonstrating com-
munication barriers and how it affects the storyteller. It also helps to connect participants by offering them a fun 
activity.

Activity developed by: Képes Alapítvány 

“BARRIERS TO ACTIVE LISTENING”

MATERIALS 

Printed out instructions for the pair that describes various ways how a listener can create “communication barriers” 
for the storyteller to share the story.

The trainer creates a 1 paper sheet with all the instructions and then cuts the sheet so there is a single instruction on 
a separated little piece of paper. Every pair needs to have a set of instructions.
If you have 14 participants, you need to cut 7 papers.

The trainer folds the little papers and puts them in an envelope for each pair.

Video by Képes Alapítvány: https://youtu.be/w9K2aOzR9fA

https://youtu.be/w9K2aOzR9fA


Instructions (it can be modified):
 � Break eye contact regularly (e.g. stare at the space behind your partner...) .
 � Pretend that you listen to your partner while you silently count back from 100 (by 3) (this creates a similar situation 

to the one when people don’t really listen, their attention is elsewhere)
 � Give lots of advices to your partner, floor him/her with solutions!
 � Be super optimistic, always look at the bright side of things.
 � Interrupt your partner regularly.
 � Be extremely empathic! (Oh poor thing, how can you cope? This must be extremely difficult for you!)
 � Explain to your partner that his/her problem is miniscule to the big problems of the world.
 � While your partner is talking to you, check your mobile phone regularly.
 � Interrupt your partner and start to talk about yourself (about your similar problem and how fantastically you 

solved it) 
 � Show interest in some minor, irrelevant part of the partner’ problem! Ask further questions about it. (This illus-

trates the situation when your partner is not interested by your concern but is interested in the details that are 
relevant for him/her).

 � Shake your head and tell your partner why he/she is wrong (in his/her approach to the problem) (You are wrong 
about this… People don’t do things like that…)

OBJECTIVES 

 � To strengthen listening skills by demonstrating communication barriers and how they affect the storyteller
 � To raise self-awareness about one’s listening skills
 � To connect participants by offering them a fun activity

STEP BY STEP INSTRUCTIONS

1. Ask participants to create pairs.
2. Give an envelope with the instructions to each pair and ask them to distribute the small pieces of paper evenly 

among two of them, without unfolding and reading them. 
3. Then ask each person to think about a situation that causes them some kind of frustration at the moment and 

which they are willing to discuss with their partner (it should be a short story, not longer than 5 minutes; one might 
want not to choose the most important thing in their life in this exercise)

4. Then ask each pair to decide who will be the storyteller first and who will be the listener.
5. The storyteller can start to share their stories, and the listener listens silently for a moment, and then he or she 

will need to unfold and read the first instruction, and to start to listen to the storyteller following the instruction. 
6. The storyteller can guess what the instruction is about – and the listener will reveal the truth even if the guess was 

wrong (so that they can move on to the next instruction).
7. They continue this activity until all instructions are completed on the listener’s end.
8. Then they change roles

“BARRIERS TO ACTIVE LISTENING”



DISCUSSIONS 

Questions for debriefing:
 � Did you like the exercise? 
 � Which “communication barrier” do you use most in your everyday life? 
 � How did you feel as the storyteller?
 � How did you feel as the listener?

The trainer can explain what “active listening” means and what techniques people can use to give the storyteller the 
most space possible and to make them feel understood.

Such techniques include:
 � asking questions if you do not understand something, asking the speaker to clarify certain aspects 
 � using open ended questions (How was it? And what happened there? What happened first, what happened next?)
 � staying silent, waiting patiently for the other to think about their problem 
 � summarising with your own words what the essence of the problem is (to your understanding) 
 � and inquiring about how the other might feel – and asking if your understanding is correct or if you are still missing 

something.

THEORY 

Rogers, C. R., & Farson, R. E. (1957). Active listening (p. 84). Chicago, IL: Industrial Relations Center of the University of 
Chicago.
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